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UC MEDICAL
SCIENCES
PAMPHLET
BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM
In an effort to increase awareness and enrollment
in the University of Cincinnati’s Medical Sciences
Baccalaureate Program, I worked with the College
of Medicine to produce handouts used at major
recruiting points.
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Medical
Sciences
Baccalaureate
Program

Apply

UC MEDICAL
SCIENCES
PAMPHLET
BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM
This custom pamphlet aimed to showcase
diversity on UC’s campus, highlight the unique
learning experience only offered by the College
of Medicine, and broadcast the ease of program
application.

All applications are reviewed holistically. Due to the
competitiveness and small cohort size, meeting all or
some of the criteria does not guarantee a seat in the
program. All students will apply through the Common
Application and select Medical Sciences as their first
choice major.
December 1 is the deadline for Medical Sciences as well
as UC merit-based scholarship consideration.
• Holistic review approach to all applications

Academic
Excellence

• 29+ ACT Composite/1360+ SAT Composite
• 3.5+ unweighted HS GPA
• Extracurricular involvement
• Common App essay & personal statement
• Letter(s) of recommendation

Innovative
Research

Visit Us
Sign-up for a College Close-up and get more
information about the medical sciences program.
admissions.uc.edu/visit

Leadership
and Service

Contact Us

commedsci@uc.edu
513-558-7650
med.uc.edu/medicalsciences

ucmedsci

uccommedsci

@UCCOM_MedSci

uccom_medicalsciences

EXTERNAL CONTENT - FLAT
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UC MEDICAL
SCIENCES
PAMPHLET
BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM
The goal of the pamphlet was to make the
program seem as fun and appealing as possible at
first sight. Having been given a small selection of
photos to choose for use on the pamphlet, I opted
for graphical visual interest.
Using UC’s brand guidelines, I layered angular
shapes over one another to give movement and
direct the eye in a way that makes the pamphlet
visually interesting but doesn’t give the reader
information overload.

INTERNAL CONTENT - FLAT
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THE MODAL SHOP
WEB PAGES
While working for The Modal Shop, I used CSS
and HTML to code new web pages and clean up
existing pages according to brand standards.
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THE MODAL SHOP
VIDEO LIBRARY
The video library was hand-coded and created to
answer customers’ questions quickly. All videos
spread throughout the website were consolidated
in one place, organized, and optimized for viewing
on any device. This was accomplished by removing
old videos requiring flash player and replacing
them with .mp4 files.

VIDEO LIBRARY
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THE MODAL SHOP
SUPPORT PAGE
An example of one of many support pages coded,
this page featured a searchable table to compare
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) Techniques.
Accessibility was taken into consideration in
upgrading the old system of red, yellow, and
green circles to a system of red, green, and yellow
shapes. This was done to help customer’s with
colorblindness and ensure the integrity of content
is not lost when printing a black and white page.

SUPPORT PAGE
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POULTRY DAYS
A “SIGN” OF GOOD TIMES TO COME
The annual small town festival, “Poultry Days”
was suffering from an identity crisis. Because
the festival theme changes from one year to the
next, the festival needed an over-arching look.
The approach was kept to a simple, bold, red
and white color pallet paired with Poultry Days’
now-trademark chicken logo (Created by Quincy
Baltes). With a few adjustments to Quincy’s
original design, the logo was adapted for expanded
use on both small and large-scale projects.
To bring awareness to the festival, the Poultry
Days Committee requested for yard signs
advertising the festival to passers-by. These signs
were kept simple, with text legible while passing at
varying speeds (walking vs. driving).
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POULTRY DAYS
A “SIGN” OF GOOD TIMES TO COME
The Poultry Days Committee asked for ideas to
put in place in the coming years. Cohesive signage
for yearly events such as the chicken dinner line,
social tent, and my personal favorite, the Art and
Photo Show, were suggested to put outside the
entrance to each event/area.
These pop-up banners solve way-finding issues
with highly visible event labels at the top of
each banner. Standing 8 feet tall, you wouldn’t
miss them from afar. Using over-arching festival
aesthetic relieves financial and organizational
stress on the Poultry Days Committee as each
banner is reusable, free-standing, and durable withstanding wind, BBQ chicken smoke, and rain.
The one-time investment involves no planning,
minimal storage, and little risk of damage, as each
sign rolls up into its 3-foot base for safe-keeping;
an elegant solution to an ever-present issue.
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POULTRY DAYS
SNAPCHAT FILTER
A Snapchat filter was created for festival-goers as
a way to organically spread word about Poultry
Days. This geo-filter covered the festival’s parade
route, the festival grounds, and Heritage Park
(which hosts hundreds of Ultimate Frisbee players
each year). Targeting these areas, versus the
village as a whole, reduced the cost of running the
geo-filter and optimized usage to people actively
enjoying the festivities.
When scrolling through Snapchat, non-attendees
are more likely to see something fun that
appeals to them personally through their friend’s
snapchats, and more likely to attend the festival as
a result.
In 2019, there were 4,067 instances of the filter
being used. This filter was seen by over 20,000
people. To put it into perspective, Versailles is
home to 2,500 citizens.
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TLC WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT
BRAND IDENTITY
TLC is set apart from other wildlife management
companies due to their humane approaches to
resolve issues between humans and wildlife by
applying a deep knowledge of animal behavior and
human-wildlife conflicts.
The owner wished to communicate nature,
harmony, co-existence between human and
wildlife, and personality in their brand.
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TLC

WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT

TLC WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT
LOGO IDEATION
Starting with pencil and paper sketches, I toyed
with concepts pertaining to nature, Ohio, wildlife,
friendliness, and professionalism.

tlc

Wildlife
Management

TLC Wildlife Management was adamant that the
logo be professional, but fun.
“We are not a suit and tie kind of company - I’m
often crawling around in spider webs and attic
soot among other less pleasant animal substances.
I don’t take myself too seriously, but want to
balance my sense of humor with the fact I know
my stuff when it comes down to it.”
-Adam, Owner

WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT

WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT

TLC

Wildlife Management

WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT
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TLC WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT
LOGO REFINEMENT
The raccoon mask and tail were chosen for their
hand-drawn, approachable aesthetic that pairs
well with the typeface. The raccoon was chosen
above other wildlife due to their fun, mischievous
nature and because they’re one of the most
frequent issues TLC responds to.
During logo refinement, I played with negative
shapes, style, orientation, and how much detail
was needed in the animal to communicate
‘raccoon’ without taking attention away from the
company name.

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
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WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

TLC WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT
BRAND STANDARDS: MAIN LOGO, TYPE
TREATMENT, AND COLOR PALLET
I chose Cooper Black for the typeface due to it’s
legibility, boldness, and approachable nature.
Cooper black lends a clean friendliness to the
company name, suggesting a pleasant, personable
experience with the owner.
Friendliness is carried through the color pallet
as well. The warm, almost retro, Sage and Forest
greens hearken back to the great outdoors. A fine
balance of fun and professional, this pallet allows
for variation and calls to attention in print and web
with pops of orange, mustard, and melon.

TLC
Cooper Std Black 127 pt
Condensed to 90% width
Manually tracked
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

SAGE

FOREST

GRAY

Cooper Std Black 37 pt
Tracked 25 pt

#949960
CMYK: 60; 47.06; 49.02; 43.14
RGB: 148; 153; 95

#3D4D36
CMYK: 69.02; 46.67; 76.86; 45.88
RGB: 61; 77; 54

#4C5252
CMYK: 60; 47.06; 49.02; 43.14
RGB: 76; 82; 82

TIGER LILLY

MUSTARD

MELON

CREAM

#ef9647
CMYK: 2.75; 47.84; 80.78; 0.39
RGB: 239; 150; 71

#e4ad22
CMYK: 10; 32; 100; 0.39
RGB: 228; 173; 34

#e6765f
CMYK: 5.1; 65.88; 62.35; 0.39
RGB: 230; 118; 95

#faf9f4
CMYK: 1.18; 0.78; 3.14; 0
RGB: 250; 249; 244
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TLC WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT

WILDLIFE

WILDLIFE

MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT

STACKED LOGO AND COLOR TREATMENT
The stacked, three-teir logo should be used in
cases where the two-line logo would be too small
to read. The more square-like ratio of the stacked
logo allows for a larger vertical height when
horizontal length is restricted, giving an overall
larger appearance on a page.
White/cream logo treatment on a dark
background should be used sparingly. Instead,
a white/light background paired with a black or
colored logo is ideal.

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

FOREST

CREAM

#3D4D36
CMYK: 69.02; 46.67; 76.86; 45.88
RGB: 61; 77; 54

#faf9f4
CMYK: 1.18; 0.78; 3.14; 0
RGB: 250; 249; 244
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TLC

TLC

TLC

TLC

TLC WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT
TYPOGRAPHIC STANDARDS
When coding emails, the text treatment is as
follows to allow for maximum legibility:
H1: Left aligned, all caps, size 40 font in Cooper
Standard Black, in Tigerlilly or Melon color
H2: Left aligned, title case, one line maximum of
text, size 20 font Cooper Standard Black, in Forest
color
P: size 15 font Franklin Gothic, in Gray color
Buttons and Call Outs: Rounded rectangular
shape, center aligned, title case, one line maximum
of text, size 20 font Cooper Standard Black, in
Forest color
Style: 5 pt stroke rectangular container in Sage
color interrupted on left side by left-aligned text
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DRAUGHT PICK
CRAFT BEER APP
Visiting breweries has become a popular pastime
in the US, so much so they are popping up
everywhere. Cincinnati alone has over sixty-five
breweries.
With so many breweries comes thousands of craft
beers to choose from - a task that seems daunting
to those new to craft beers. With Draught Pick,
users complete a flavor profile and review beers
to find their personal preference while building
a knowledge base of which beers they enjoy - all
without pouring cash (and beer) down the drain.
The only thing standing in the way between you
and your new favorite craft beer is a quick snap of
the menu.
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bartender

DRAUGHT PICK
USER RESEARCH
When approached to collaborate on Draught
Pick, a basic wire-frame had already been coded
by software engineers Chris Klammer, Nick
Seigmundt, Seth Dippold and Tyler Rose. Their
knowledge of craft beers served as a perfect
jumping point to formulate questions for user
testing (as shown to the right), but the interface
felt cold, unfinished, and needed some work
creating an intuitive, inviting application users
would enjoy utilizing.
The overall goal was to make the app intuitive,
quick, and informative. The user should be able to
fill out a reliable flavor profile by the time they get
to the front of the line to order a beer or scan the
beer menu.

EXAMPLE SURVEY QUESTIONS
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DRAUGHT PICK
USER JOURNEY
After reviewing survey questions and observing
people while at the bar (in a totally not-creepy
way), I wrote down a few prompts a user may
come across while using the app in order to better
understand how someone would use the app to
better their ordering/drinking experience.
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DRAUGHT PICK
BENCHMARKING AND RESEARCH
When coding Draught Pick, the programmers had
the foresight to use data/profiles from an app
called Untappd.
While Untappd did a wonderful job giving
details about bars and beers, it was a bit highlevel for someone new to craft beer and could
be overwhelming and stressful with it’s busy,
cramped interface.
It was decided that in order to cater to both
experienced and inexperienced users, the option
to connect an Untappd profile to a Draught Pick
profile was available, but not required.
This afforded Draught Pick the opportunity to
build a fine-tuned algorithm for experienced users
without scaring away or confusing a new user.
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DRAUGHT PICK
WIRE-FRAMING IDEATION
How do users like to answer questions? Extended
response? The swiping approach? Categorically?
This question is explored through multiple
approaches throughout the initial wire-framing
process.

ON-BOARDING EXPERIENCE & FEEDBACK
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DRAUGHT PICK
STYLE-FRAMING
What makes someone want to explore an app?
Colors? Layout? Language? What comes across
as friendly and approachable versus cold and
judgmental? What communicates ‘beer’?
I explored lighter aesthetics and ultimately went
with a moodier feeling using a dark background
which allowed the design elements to ‘pop’. The
orange color by itself would be too contrasted, so
a creamy white and cool light gray were added to
bring balance.
Exploring size, weight, and hierarchy in type
treatment allowed me to see what caught people’s
attention during user testing – informing a more
intuitive interface design.
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DRAUGHT PICK
INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE
An over-arching layout of prompts, quick actions,
and button navigation.
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DRAUGHT PICK
FINAL FRAMES AND PROTOTYPE
Click here to access a digital walk-through of the
Draught Pick app.
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PRODUCT
PHOTOGRAPHY
GADGETS, AND GIZMOS, AND THINGS —
OH MY!
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MORGAN
ROSE
DAYDREAMCREATIVESERVICES.COM
MORGAN.TURPEN.@GMAIL.COM
937. 564 . 4645
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